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A down and out cynical detective teams up with a down and out ex-quarterback to try and solve a
murder case involving a pro football team and a politician. An private detective's protected female
witness is murdered, prompting him and the victim's boyfriend to investigate the crime that leads to
a corrupt politician and a crooked football team owner. This is a fantastic and unique "Buddy"
"Buddy" film that's extremely entertaining to watch, with an amazing performance from Bruce
Willis!. All the characters are wonderful, and i thought the story was awesome, plus, Bruce Willis is
simply amazing in this!. Willis and Wayans had fantastic chemistry together, and i thought Taylor
Negron was extremely menacing as the main villain, plus the finale was simply awesome!.It has to
be one of the most graphic "buddy "buddy" flicks out there, and i thought some of the stunts were
absolutely fantastic, and while the opening is absurd, it's absolutely awesome just the same (Ain't
Life A Bitch! Billy Cole). It has to be one of the most unique "Buddy "Buddy" film, as it it at times just
plain odd, however i like odd, so it was quite refreshing to see something a bit different, plus Danielle
Harris is wonderful as Willis's daughter!, And Wayans was fantastic!. This is a fantastic and unique
"Buddy" "Buddy" film, that's extremely entertaining to watch, with an amazing performance from
Bruce Willis, and i say Go see it now!. The Direction is excellent!. Tony Scott Does an excellent job
here, with amazing camera work, awesome angles, lots of other crazy shots, and he kept the film at
an extremely fast pace!. This movie is loaded with blood and violence!. We get TONS of extremely
bloody gunshot wounds, LOTS of bloody gunshot wounds to the head, with blood and brains
spurting,quite a few bloody broken noses,plenty of bloody wounds,tons of harsh bloody
beatings,very bloody stabbing in the leg, and someone is ripped apart by a spinning helicopter
blade!. The Acting is amazing!. Bruce Willis is AMAZING as always, and is amazing here, he is
extremely likable, had some of the best one liners you will ever hear, kicked that ass, was fantastic
in the acting department,had wonderful chemistry with Damon Wayans, and while his character is
very violent, i absolutely loved it!. (Willis Rules!!!). Damon Wayans is fantastic here, he had
wonderful, chemistry with Willis, was often hilarious, had a great charm, and was the perfect choice
for this role!, i loved him. (Damon Wayans rules). Danielle Harris is AMAZING as always, and is
amazing here, she is extremely likable, was often hilarious, especially when she was spurting out the
rough language!, i just wished she had more screen time! (Danielle Rules!!). Taylor Negron is
awesome as one of the main villains, he was quite chilling, and always had a sinister look on his face,
i liked him lots!. Noble Willingham so so as the other main villain, he was quite bland, and wasn't
menacing at all. Halle Berry had a somewhat memorable role here i guess but i am not a fan of hers
at all. Rest of the cast do great. Overall Go see it now!. ***** out of 5 Bruce Willis is absolutely
outstanding in this classic action-comedy with all the perfectly delivered one-liners and ultracoolness with which his modern day roles seem to lack. He is paired up with Marlon Wayans who
could've shown up a lot of Hollywood actors in this movie but not Bruce Willis - he was out classed.
By the end of the film most people have forgotten that Halle Berry was even in it and this is possibly
because her performance was mediocre at best I felt (it will be forgiven though since she didn't
really have a lot of time to introduce her character). What really made this movie special for me
though was the one-liners, my personal favorite being "This is the 90's you can't just go around
shooting people, you have to say something cool first," if there is ever a better one than this I look
incredibly forward to hearing it and prey that it's delivered with at least half the perfection that
Bruce placed his in the history books with. There was a completely unrealistic car-chase at one
stage, but hey, what action movie hasn't had that. The story is beholden to the trendy steroid-andTV world view: pump it up and cut it fast. Still, the dialogue, while fitfully glib, is wry and engaging,
like a profane Raymond Chandler on speed. No one acts (in the Stanislavsky sense, anyway) but all
perform well. When Joe & Jimmy take the bomb from the security detail's crashed car, they place it
on the backseat of their car. Therefore, when the lieutenant opens the trunk of the car at the
stadium and takes the case out, it has to be the money - we can only assume that Joe placed it there
(offscreen) when he takes it from the car in the swimming pool. Presumably he either also grabs a
spare magazine and reloads offscreen or Darien brings an extra box of bullets with her to Jimmy's
car. Alternatively maybe the guy whose car he borrows has a spare box and or he salvages some
from Milo's car. a5c7b9f00b
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